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Abstract 

Leaf Na
+
 exclusion, mediated by plasma membrane-localised Class 1 High-affinity potassium 

(K
+
) Transporters (HKTs), is a key mechanism contributing to salinity tolerance of several major 

crop plants. We determined previously that the leucine to proline residue substitution at position 

189 (L189P) in barley HvHKT1;5 disrupts its characteristic plasma membrane localisation and 

Na
+
 conductance. Here, we focus on a surprising observation that a single residue deletion of 

methionine at position 372 (M372del) within the conserved VMMYL motif in plant HKTs, 

restores plasma membrane localisation but not Na
+ 

conductance in HvHKT1;5 P189. To clarify 

why the singular M372 deletion regains plasma membrane localisation, we built 3D models and 

defined α-helical assembly pathways of the P189 M372del mutant, and compared these findings 

to the wild-type protein, and the HvHKT1;5 L189 variant and its M372del mutant. We find that 

α-helical association and assembly pathways in HvHKT1;5 proteins fall in two contrasting 
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categories. Inspections of structural flexibility through molecular dynamics simulations revealed 

that the conformational states of HvHKT1;5 P189 diverge from those of the L189 variant and 

M372del mutants. We propose that M372del in HvHKT1;5 P189 instigates structural 

rearrangements allowing routing to the plasma membrane, while the restoration of conductance 

would require further interventions. We integrate the microscopy, electrophysiology, and 

biocomputational data and discuss how a profound structural change in HvHKT1;5 P189 

M372del impacts its α-helical protein association pathway and flexibility, and how these features 

underlie a delicate balance leading to restoring plasma membrane localisation but not Na
+ 

conductance.  

 

Keywords: 3D protein modelling; α-helical association and assembly pathways; confocal 

microscopy; molecular dynamics simulations; salinity; two-electrode voltage-clamp. 

 

Abbreviations: 3D, three dimensional; CBL1n, calcineurin B‐ like protein 1n; CHARMM, 

Chemistry at Harvard Macromolecular Mechanics; DOPE, Discrete Optimised Protein Energy 

function; DSS, Database of Secondary Structure; GFP, Green Fluorescent Protein; HAP, 

haplotype; HKT, High-affinity potassium (K
+
) Transporter; Hv, Hordeum vulgare; KtrB, K

+
 

transporter (Trk) protein B; MD, molecular dynamics; MEME, Multiple EM (Expectation 

Maximization) for Motif Elicitation; PDB, Protein Data Bank; RFP, Red Fluorescent Protein; 

RMSD, Root Mean Square Deviation; RMSF, Root Mean Square Fluctuation; TEVC, Two-

Electrode Voltage-Clamp. 

 

1. Introduction 

Sub-soil constraints including low water availability, nutrition, extreme pH values, or the 

presence of elements that can be toxic to plants if they accumulate to high cellular levels are 

major limitations to global crop yields. Cellular elemental transport is mediated by membrane-

embedded transporters that control exclusion, exudation, or compartmentation of mineral 

elements across cellular membranes to facilitate adequate nutrition, signalling and developmental 

processes and safeguard against toxicity [1-3]. High soil sodium chloride or salinity (elevated 

Na
+
 and Cl

-
 concentrations) interfere with cell expansion, photosynthetic activity, and can cause 

leaf senescence and reductions in reproductive capacity when accumulated in cells [4-7]. Na
+
 is 
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considered to be a non-essential element for the growth and development of most plants, 

although some plants benefit from high intracellular Na
+
 concentrations when the essential K

+
 

level in the soil is low [8].  

 

Despite the sequencing of multiple crop genomes and obtaining structural information in some 

transporters, relatively few transport proteins have been characterised at physiological, 

biochemical, and structural levels. This is because whole-genome sequencing and well-annotated 

functional genomic data are scarce, and without the transporters being isolated, characterised, 

and linked with protein dynamics, their precise functional data cannot be obtained [3,9,10].  

 

Here, we focus on the High-affinity potassium (K
+
) Transporter (HKT) integral membrane 

proteins that occur exclusively in plants but have bacterial and fungal orthologues in the 

KtrB/TrK/ TrG/KdpA/HKT superfamily of cation transporters [11-13], which share similar 

structural folds [14-16]. Plant HKT transporters occurring in multiple genera and are believed to 

permeate predominantly monovalent cations [17-19], although HKTs conducting Mg
2+

 and Ca
2+

 

were reported [20-21]. Plant HKTs form two groups based on their transport selectivity: (i) class 

1 are Na
+
 uniporters, and (ii) class 2 conduct Na

+
 and K

+
 (and potentially the symport of both 

ions) and are uniporters of Na
+
 at high concentrations [22].  

 

Natural sequence variations of transport proteins at single or multiple residues are useful tools 

for examining the functional relationships bestowed by specific residues, where a transporter can 

lose function, change selectivity, and have modified transport rates or other properties 

[8,19,23,24]. However, it is impossible to prove the exact molecular mechanism that underlies 

functional changes of transporters by examining a sequence alone, unless conducting 

multidisciplinary analyses. Examples of such approaches include research on HKT1;5 genes and 

corresponding gene products in wheat [24-26] and barley (Hordeum vulgare, Hv) [8]. In the 

barley study [8], grain Na
+
 across a genome-wide association panel was quantified and variants 

of a class 1 HKT1;5 responsible for Na
+
 content variation under non-saline conditions were 

identified. These authors also identified a leucine to proline substitution at position 189 (L189P) 

in HvHKT1;5 that disturbed its characteristic plasma membrane localisation and disrupted Na
+
 

transport – this variation was also described at the protein structural level [8]. Barley genotypes 
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that contained HvHKT1;5 variants with L189 had low levels of Na
+
 (haplotypes Na

+
HAP1 and 

Na
+

HAP2), while P189 variants (haplotype Na
+

HAP3) have higher Na
+ 

levels [8]. Similarly, 

Borjigin et al. [25] found the causal variation underlying a sixfold higher leaf and sheath Na
+
 

content in a Portuguese wheat landrace compared to the Australian Gladius and Scout wheat 

cultivars. In a Portuguese landrace, this was a naturally occurring L190P variation in the 

TaHKT1;5-D Na
+
 transporter with a significant structural impact. These studies provide the 

information that would allow considerations of the fundamental complexities underlining 

transport function, i.e. how residues in a protein interact together in a structural context, and with 

solutes to facilitate transport. For this to be fully realised, a transporter needs to be resolved at an 

atomic level and dynamically understood [3,9]. In crop transporters, the significance of such 

approaches is emerging and is being used to deliver crop improvements through biotechnological 

applications [1,23,27]. 

 

In the present study, we further assessed the structure-function relationships of HvHKT1;5 

proteins. We used comparative bioinformatics analyses via ConSurf [28] and Multiple EM 

(Expectation Maximization) for Motif Elicitation (MEME) [29] of plant HKT transporters and 

bacterial Ktr (that are orthologues of plant HKT transporters). We identified a highly conserved 

VMMYL motif (residues 371-375) in plant HvHKT1;5 transporters that was not up till now 

characterised, and that corresponded to the conserved LLMFI motif in bacterial Ktr proteins. 

Given the high evolutionary conservation scores of Met372 and Met373 in the VMMYL motif of 

plant HKTs (and corresponding Leu300 and Met301 in the LLMFI motif of bacterial 

orthologues), we were interested in the impact of a single deletion M372 (M372del) in barley 

HvHKT1;5 transporters. We generated M372del mutants (by removing M372 to generate the V-

MYL motif) in Na
+

HAP1 (HvHKT1;5 L189) and Na
+

HAP3 (HvHKT1;5 P189) variants. We arrived 

at the surprising observation that M372del in the barley HvHKT1;5 P189 restored its plasma 

membrane localisation but prevented Na
+ 

conductance. We conducted comparative confocal 

microscopy, electrophysiology, and biocomputational analyses of HvHKT1;5 L189 and P189 

proteins and their M372del mutants to rationalise our observation that M372del in P189 leads to 

regaining of plasma membrane localisation (contrary to the P189 variant) with the aim to resolve 

how structural changes in the context of L189 or P189 variations, and M372 deletions in HKT 

transporters impact protein tertiary morphogenesis or topogenesis. 
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2. Materials and methods 

Accession numbers of HvHKT1;5 sequences 

National Center for Biotechnology Information (Bethesda, MD, USA) accessions of HvHKT1;5 

proteins are as follows: Golden Promise (haplotype Na
+

HAP1; L189; MT334697), Viivi (Na
+

HAP2; 

L189; MT312249), and Morex (Na
+

HAP3; P189; MT334696). 

 

Structural bioinformatics analyses of plant HKT and bacterial Trk sequences 

Analyses of conservation of amino acid residues were conducted via ConSurf [28] and motifs 

distributions analyses were performed via Multiple EM (Expectation Maximization) for Motif 

Elicitation (MEME) [29] in 26 plant HKT and 26 bacterial Trk transporters (Supplementary Data 

Set 1, Supplementary Fig. 1). All multiple sequence alignments shown in Supplementary Data 

Set 1 were implemented in Clustal Omega [30]. To highlight sequence differences in HvHKT1;5 

from Golden promise (Na
+

HAP1 haplotype; L189), Viivi (Na
+

HAP2; L189), and Morex (Na
+

HAP3; 

P189) cultivars, the sequences were aligned in PROMALS3D [31] (Supplementary Fig. 2). 

 

Subcellular localisation of HvHKT1;5 L189 and P189, and M372del mutant proteins through 

transient expression in tobacco (Nicotiana benthamiana L.) leaf epidermal cells 

Subcellular localisation was performed according to Wu et al. [32]. Briefly, coding sequences of 

variant and M372del mutant proteins were shuttled into the pMDC43 expression vectors to 

generate NH2-terminally Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) GFP-tagged HKT1;5 proteins, with 

gene expression driven by the 2x35S promoter. The free cytosolic GFP protein was expressed as 

described [32]. A twelve-residue peptide from the Arabidopsis calcineurin B‐ like protein 

(CBL1n) was used as a plasma membrane marker, tagged NH2-terminally to Red Fluorescent 

Protein (RFP) [33]. For tobacco infiltration, Agrobacterium tumefaciens harbouring the two 

constructs were combined into a plasmid with the p19 suppressor of gene silencing to maximise 

expression [32]. Leaves were imaged two days after infiltration, using a Nikon A1R confocal 

laser scanning microscope and the NIS-Elements C software (Nikon Corporation, Minato, 

Tokyo, Japan). GFP signals were imaged using the 488 nm excitation wavelength, and the 500–
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550 nm bandpass filter to capture GFP emission, whilst RFP was imaged using the 561 nm 

excitation wavelength and the 570–620 nm bandpass filter to capture RFP emission. Images were 

prepared and assembled in ImageJ [34]. 3D animation of the GFP-HvHKT1;5 P189 and RFP-

CBL1n image-stack is composed of 52 single images, with a step size of 0.3 µm, and has a total 

depth of 15.4 µm (Supplementary Video 1.avi); this video can be played with a standard VLC 

Media Player. 

 

Characterisation of HvHKT1;5 L189 and P189, and their M372del mutant proteins in 

Xenopus laevis oocytes  

Methods for functional characterisation of HvHKT1;5 variant and mutant proteins were as 

described previously [8,26,35]. Briefly, nucleotide sequences of variants and mutants were 

synthesised by GenScript (Piscataway, NJ, USA), and DNA sequences were inserted into a 

Gateway enabled pGEMHE vector. pGEMHE constructs were linearised using sbfI (New 

England Biolabs, Massachusetts, USA) and complementary RNAs (cRNAs) were transcribed 

using the Ambion mMESSAGE mMACHINE kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). 

cRNA (23 ng in 46 nL of RNA-free water) or equal volumes of RNA-free water were injected in 

oocytes, followed by incubations in ND-96 for 24–48 h before measurements. Currents were 

recorded in the HMg solution as described [8]. Solution osmolarities were adjusted using 

mannitol at 220–240 mOsmol kg
-1

[26]. 

 

Construction of 3D models of HvHKT1;5 M372del mutant proteins in complex with Na
+ 

The KtrB K
+
 subunit (Protein Data Bank ID 4j7c, chain I) of the KtrAB transporter from B. 

subtilis [16] was used as a template for 3D structural modelling of HvHKT1;5 L189 M372del 

and P189 M372del mutants, as described [8,24-26]. The KtrB K
+
 structure has the K

+
 ion in the 

selectivity filter that was substituted by Na
+
 in HvHKT1;5 models, as the barley transporter 

permeates this ion at a faster rate than K
+
 [8]. 3D structural models of L189 M372del and P189 

M372del mutants in complex with Na
+
 with ionic radii taken from CHARMM [36,37] were 

generated using the Modeller 9v19 platform [38] under the Fedora 12 operating system. In each 

case, a total of 50 models was built and scored by the Modeller 9v19 objective function [39], the 

Discrete Optimised Protein Energy function (DOPE) [40], PROCHECK [41], ProSa 2003 [42], 

QMEAN6 [43], and FoldX [44] – final molecular models were selected based on the most 
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favourable combination of scoring parameters. Evaluations of Gibbs free energy differences of 

L189 M372del and P189 M372del mutants (ΔΔG = ΔGmutant - ΔGwild-type) were performed in 

FoldX [44] and cavity volumes were calculated with CASTp [45]. Structural images were drawn 

in PyMOL Molecular Graphics System v2.3.3 (Schrődinger LLC, Portland, OR, USA). Root 

Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) values were calculated in PyMol via the sequence-independent 

structure-based dynamic programming alignment algorithm based on Cα atoms.  

 

Evaluations of stereo-chemical parameters indicated that L189 M372del and P189 M372del 

models had 99.5% and 99.7% residues in allowed regions and two (0.5%) and three (0.7%) 

residues in disallowed regions (except Gly and Pro), respectively. Average G-factors (measures 

of the correctness of dihedral angles and main-chain covalent bonds) of L189 M372del and P189 

M372del calculated by PROCHECK were -0.14, and -0.08, respectively, and ProSa 2003 z-

scores (measures of Cβ-Cβ pair interactions) were -6.0, and -5.5, respectively. QMEAN6 

normalised score values of L189 M372del and P189 M372del (a linear combination of six 

descriptors that are independent of a sequence length) were 0.477 and 0.519, respectively; the 

values between 0-1 are indicative of high-quality models when X-ray crystallography-derived 

templates are used for model calculations [43]. The listed evaluation parameters indicated that 

L189 M372del and P189 M372del models satisfied stereochemical parameters and were 

satisfactory. 

 

Predictions of transmembrane α-helical association (folding) pathways of HvHKT1;5 variant 

proteins and their M372del mutants 

Calculations of energies in pairwise structurally associated α-helical regions and protein folding 

pathways of polytopic L189 and P189 models, and L189 M372del and P189 M372del mutants 

were performed in TMPfold [46]. Compared to our earlier work [8], where the topology of 

HvHKT1;5 taken from PolyPhobius [47], in this work we extended the number of α-helices 

defined by the Database of Secondary Structure (DSS) algorithm implemented in PYMOL (DSS 

defines secondary structures based on the backbone geometry and hydrogen bonding patterns) 

and excluded those that were equal or less than three residues in length. The TMPfold analysis 

(based on analyses of known 3D structures) returns: (i) pairwise energies of association of 

membrane helices; (ii) total energy of association for all membrane α-helices in a subunit; (iii) 
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pairwise energies of association of all membrane subunits in a multiprotein complex; and (iv) the 

total energy of association of all subunits in the protein. Based on these limits, TMPfold suggests 

a tentative folding pathway and sequence of folding intermediates for a membrane protein 

structure, where an α-helical assembly could be initiated from the formation of strongly 

interacting pairs of sequential α-helices [α-hairpins] that form folding nuclei [48]. 

 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of HvHKT1;5 variant proteins and their M372del 

mutants 

MD simulations (four runs for each system with data averaging) using CABS-flex 2.0 [49] used 

the following settings and restraints (mode: regular secondary structures; gap: 3 residues; 

minimum distance: 3.8 Å; maximum distance: 8.0 Å; temperature: 1.4-dimensionless; length: 

200 nsec) were used. Simulation runs were based on initial conformation inputs taken from 3D 

models to determine Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) values (defined as a measure of the 

displacement of Cα atoms, relative to Cα atoms of the reference structure over simulation time) 

to establish how relative propensities of residues deviate from the dynamics of an average 

HvHKT1;5 structure. MD parameters optimised by all-atom simulations aim to provide the best 

possible convergence between CABS-flex MD simulations and consensus fluctuations, whereby 

the fully statistical knowledge-based force field considers solvent effects that are incorporated 

implicitly [49]. Input 3D models were used as starting points for MD simulations and resulting 

trajectories were analysed to describe protein dynamics based on 1,000 models clustered in ten 

representative all-atom medoids of each class; data are presented in Figs. 4 and 5.  

 

3. Results 

Identification of VMMYL motifs in plant HKT, and LMFI motifs in bacterial Trk sequences 

Comparative structural bioinformatics analyses of plant HKT and bacterial Trk sequences 

through ConSurf [28] and MEME [29] revealed high evolutionary conservation scores for 

Met372 and Met373 in the VMMYL motif (residues 331-335) (P-value of the peptide motif with 

VMMYL is 2.7e
-327

) in HvHKT15 L189 and P189 cultivars (Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2). The 

corresponding Leu300 and Met301 in the LLMFI motif (residues 299-303) (P-value of the 

peptide motif with LLMFI is 4.9e
-307

) in B. subtilis KtrAB had also high conservation scores 
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(Supplementary Data Set 1, Supplementary Fig. 1). Given the high conservation of both motifs 

and absolute conservation of M373 or M301 in respective plant and bacterial transporters, we 

examined the role of Met372 in barley HKT1;5 L189 and P189 variants. We generated M372del 

mutants (by removing a single M372 to generate the V-MYL motif) in Na
+

HAP1 (HvHKT1;5 

L189) and Na
+

HAP3 (HvHKT1;5 P189) variants, inspected their biological (plasma membrane 

localisation and permeation function) and biocomputational (structures, transmembrane α-helical 

association – folding pathways and molecular dynamics) characteristics, and compared to those 

of HvHKT1;5 L189 and HvHKT1;5 P189 variant proteins. 

 

Transient co-expression of GFP-HvHKT1;5 variant and M372del mutant proteins with 

CBL1n-RFP plasma membrane marker in Nicotiana benthamiana leaf epidermal cells 

We have shown previously that the NH2-terminally GFP-tagged HvHKT1;5 L189 variant and the 

P189L mutant proteins localised to the plasma membrane, while the GFP-tagged P189 variant 

protein failed to do so when expressed in Nicotiana benthamiana epidermal cells [8]. Here, the 

GFP-HvHKT1;5 L189 variant protein also consistently localised to the plasma membrane of 

tobacco cells (Fig. 1A), as observed earlier [8]. Similar data were obtained for the L189 variant 

protein from the Viivi cultivar (Na
+

HAP3 haplotype) (data not shown). However, the GFP-tagged 

P189 mutant did not co-localise with the plasma membrane marker and its GFP-signal pattern 

was present in most cells in bright immobile structures, which typically indicate protein 

aggregates or inclusion bodies (Fig. 1B, Supplementary Video 1). In other tobacco cells, the GFP 

signal of this protein was visible in the endoplasmic reticulum, indicating that GFP-HvHKT1;5 

was retained in this organelle, and sometimes we also detected bright immobile structures 

resembling proteasomes (Supplementary Fig. 2). In this regard, we were interested to find out, if 

mutants of the P189 variant could be routed to the plasma membrane via mutations or deletions. 

To this end, we created M372del mutants, where M372 residues were deleted in both L189 and 

P189 HvHKT1;5 transporters. The GFP-tagged L189 M372del mutant showed the same plasma 

membrane localisation pattern as the wild-type L189 protein, it was derived from (Fig. 1C), 

however, strikingly, the P189 M372del mutant protein was also routed to the plasma membrane 

(Fig. 1D). In the latter case, we did not observe protein degradation patterns that were typical for 

GFP-HvHKT1;5 P189, as this P189 M327del protein consistently co-localised with the RFP-

CBL1n plasma membrane marker (Fig. 1D). Notably, the GFP-signal patterns of all GFP-
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HvHKT1;5 variant proteins differed from those of cytosolic free GFP, which localised to the thin 

layer of cytosol close to the plasma membrane, and inside and around the nucleus 

(Supplementary Fig. 3).  

 

Transport of Na
+
 and K

+
 by HvHKT1;5 L189 and M372del variant proteins 

Our earlier data indicated that a single substitution in the HvHKT1;5 P189 protein disrupts its 

function in planta and when heterologously expressed in oocytes, while the P189L mutant of the 

same variant protein or the L189 protein, facilitated Na
+
 transport [8]. In this work, we 

confirmed these data using Two-Electrode Voltage-Clamp (TEVC) (Figs. 2A and 2B). Given 

that both GFP-tagged HvHKT1;5 P189 M372del and L189 M372del localised to the plasma 

membrane (Figs. 1C and 1D), we were able to investigate if the artificial deletion of M372del 

was deleterious to transport function, or if transport can be restored through this deletion that 

returned plasma membrane localisation of the HvHKT1;5 P189 M372del protein. We, therefore, 

tested the L189 M372del and P189 M372del mutant proteins after their expression in Xenopus 

laevis oocytes using TEVC. During these measurements, the oocytes that were injected with 

cRNA of HvHKT1;5 L189 showed significant inwards currents in the presence of external Na
+
 

(1 and 30 mM) or small currents in the presence of external K
+
 (30 mM) (Fig. 2A). However, the 

oocytes injected with cRNA of P189, P189 M372del, and L189 M372del did not facilitate any 

significant currents (Figs. 2B, 2C, and 2D). Since the conductance of both M372del mutants 

remained at a control water-injected level (Fig. 2E), we concluded that monovalent ion transport 

function was compromised in HvHKT1;5 M372del mutants.  

 

3D models of HvHKT1;5 M372del variant proteins in complex with Na
+ 

To explore the implications of M372 deletions in orthologous L189 M372del and P189 M372del 

mutants at a structural level, we constructed their 3D molecular models in complex with Na
+
 

using the B. subtilis KtrB K
+
 transporter (Protein Data Bank ID 4j7c, chain I) as a template 

[16,24,26] (Fig. 3). Analyses of 3D models of these mutants and specifically the environments of 

α-helices 6 (carrying L189 and P189) and α-helices 12 (carrying M372 deletions), indicated that 

there were differences in tilting angles between α-helices 6 and 7, due to the L189 or P189 

change [8]. Comparisons of HvHKT1;5 L189 and P189 M372del mutants indicated that M372 

deletions did not substantially change angular parameters of α-helices 12 (Fig. 3C), but that the 
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residues within α-helices 12 in the regions of M372 deletions faced different environments. To 

this end, residues within the VMMYL motifs of wild-type proteins recognised V368, V369, 

M370, and V417 side-chains in their vicinity, compared to the residues of V-MYL motifs that 

interacted with R349, V368, and V416 side-chains in M372del mutants (Figs. 3A and 3B). 

 

Guo et al. [50] showed that during membrane protein folding, the volumes of protein central 

cavities affect the packing of α-helices and the morphogenesis of tertiary structures, also known 

as topogenesis, and that substantially changed central cavity volumes disturb these processes. 

Central cavity volumes assessments [45] of HvHKT1;5 L189 and P189 and their M372del 

mutants pointed to significant differences in their volumes (930 Å
3
 and 1,407 Å

3
 in L189 and 

P189, respectively), while the central cavity volumes in L189 M372del (986 Å
3
) and P189 

M372del (1,055 Å
3
) were comparable and similar to that of L189.  

 

Evaluations of total Gibbs free energy values of HvHKT1;5 L189 and P189 proteins and their 

M372del mutants revealed destabilising energy values of ΔΔG = +62 kcal/mol and ΔΔG = +48 

kcal/mol, respectively, indicating that the M372 deletion was more disruptive in the P189 

variant. Assessments of the Gibbs free ΔG energy differences in L189 M372del showed that the 

L189P mutation was energetically highly destabilising with ΔG = +6.6 kcal/mol, while the 

conversion of other five small, polar or aliphatic residues (S57, Q102, N131 I416, N438) to those 

of HvHKT1;5 P189 M372del (N57, E102, K131 V416, S438) resulted in the low destabilising 

energy of ΔG = +0.7 kcal/mol.  

 

Predictions of transmembrane α-helical association (folding) pathways of HvHKT1;5 variant 

proteins and their M372del mutants 

We used TMPfold [46] to predict tentative transmembrane α-helical association or folding 

pathway parameters in HvHKT1;5 variants and their M372del mutant proteins, where the folding 

pathways or equations are calculated based on: (i) transmembrane α-helices are inserted into a 

membrane sequentially; (ii) each α-helix is added in a separate step; (iii) newly synthesised α-

helix associates stably with a previous α-helix or a nucleus (defined as an assembly of 

sequentially adjacent α-helices); and (iv) sequentially adjacent structures associate first. 

Evaluations of tentative folding pathways of HvHKT1;5 proteins and M372del mutants and the 
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template crystal structure KtrB K
+
 indicated that these equations differed in L189, and P189 and 

L189P HvHKT1;5 variant, and M372 deletion mutant proteins (Table 1 and Supplementary 

Table 1). The analysed protein folding pathways fell into two main categories (Table 1 and 

Supplementary Table 1): (i) the KtrB K
+
 template, L189 and L189 M372del and P189L proteins 

folded through three separate steps, where folding of nuclei of α-helices 1-7, 8-13 and 14-17 

(KtrB K
+
), or 1-4-5, 5-6-9-10, 11-of 12-17 (L189, P189L, and L189 M372del) occurred in three 

independent events via 1-14 individual steps. (ii) In P189, and P189 M372del proteins, this 

pathway was altered, with proteins folding similarly, where all 17 α-helices folded in succession 

in one event through 1-16 steps. Here, a nucleus of 1-5 α-helices folded together, while α-helices 

6 (containing P189 variation or P189L mutation) folded together with α-helix 7, and α-helices 12 

(containing M372 deletions) folded separately with α-helices 9-11 and 13-17. Notably, there 

were four steps required in the folding pathway required for P189 that involved α-helix 6, while 

five of those were needed for P189 M372del (Supplementary Table 1). We also looked at the 

folding pathway of the L189P mutant, as we previously showed that this mutant was routed to 

the plasma membrane, contrary to P189 [8]. Indeed, upon implementing the P189L mutation, 

this transporter followed the same folding pathway as the L189 variant protein (Supplementary 

Table 1). 

 

Structural dynamics of HvHKT1;5 variant proteins and their M372del mutants 

The aim of MD simulations utilising CABS-flex 2.0 [49] was to look into the local and global 

flexibility of HvHKT1;5 L189 and P189 proteins and their M372 del mutants, and into the 

differences in flexibility between these protein pairs. We analysed protein dynamics over 200 

nsec of converged simulation runs (Supplementary Fig. 4) by charting RMSF values (or 

averaged RMSD values over simulation time) (Figs. 4 and 5) and looked at residues that 

oscillated or were stable over MD simulation runs. 

 

In examined HvHKT1;5 L189 and P189 proteins and their M372del mutants we observed that 

the flexibilities of loops adjoining α-helices 1-2, 2-3, 4-5, 5-6, α-helices 5-7, the loop adjoining 

α-helices 7-8, the loop adjoining α-helices 9-10, α-helices 11-13, and loops adjoining α-helices 

14-15 and 15-16 showed ‘peaks’ in charts (Figs. 4 and 5; shown in all residue fluctuation plots). 

These RMSF peak values (up to 5 Å) were significantly above the average values in each 
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modelled structure, and suggested that the described structural elements exerted higher degrees 

of flexibility than the remainder of the structures, and that the flexibilities of these secondary 

structure elements may be correlated. 

 

Further analyses of differences between RMSF values of the HvHKT1;5 L189 and P189 (Fig. 4), 

and HvHKT1;5 L189 M372del and P189 M372del (Fig. 5) protein pairs showed that these 

values of the L189 protein, in the 121-201 residue region (containing α-helix 6 with L189), 

fluctuated significantly more than those in the same region of the P189 protein, whereby some of 

these residues were fairly rigid (Fig. 4A). The region that contained α-helix 12 (residues 363-

375) with VMMYL motifs (residues 371-375, coloured in cyan Fig. 4B) and α-helix 13 

(coloured in wheat; Fig. 4B, left panel) in L189 was also more flexible compared to the same 

region in P189 (Figs. 4A and 4B). The RMSF versus Cα atom plot (Fig. 4A) coincided with the 

superpositions of ten representative L189 and P189 models of variant proteins (Fig. 4B); here the 

former protein exhibited well-defined structural compactness compared to the P189 protein, 

where specifically α-helix 6 (coloured in magenta) and neighbouring α-helices 4 and 5 (coloured 

in wheat in L189; cf. Fig. 4B, left and right panels) were compacted less tightly.  

 

Conversely, differences in the RMSF versus Cα atom plot of L189 M372del and P189 M372del 

mutants (Fig. 5A) showed that L189 M372 was more rigid in α-helix 6 that contained L189. The 

P189 M372del mutant with its increased flexibility in α-helix 6, also showed higher mobility in 

the loop region (coloured in wheat in Fig. 5B, right panel; residues 274-298) that adjoins α-

helices 9 and 10. Further, α-helix 12 with M372del in the V-MYL motif (residues 371-374), the 

neighbouring α-helices 11 and 13, and the loop adjoining α-helices 14 and 15 (coloured in wheat 

in Fig. 5B, right panel; residues 428-434) were pronounceably (α-helices 11) or slightly (α-helix 

13 and the loop adjoining α-helices 14 and 15) more flexible in P189 M372 (cf. Fig. 5, left and 

right panels). Flexibilities of α-helices were reflected in the superpositions of ten representative 

models with only somewhat different structural packing (Fig. 5B). 

 

4. Discussion 

Defining details of membrane protein folding as they emerge from a ribosome or an unfolded 

state is a longstanding challenge [51,52]. In prokaryotes, polytopic membrane protein insertions 
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happen mainly co-translationally [51], while in eukaryotes this occurs at an endoplasmic 

reticulum via elaborate pathways involving membrane protein insertase complexes [53], or via 

spontaneous insertion of nascent chains and translocon-unassisted folding [54]. Novel 

biocomputational approaches, such as TMPfold [46], are needed to evaluate the protein folding 

pathways of membrane proteins. Here, we used this approach together with 3D protein 

modelling and MD simulations to predict transmembrane α-helical assembly pathways of 

HvHKT1;5 proteins and their M372del mutants. The aim was to explain an unexpected 

observation in barley HvHKT1;5 that a single deletion of methionine at position 372 (M372del) 

in L189 (Na
+

HAP1 haplotype in Golden promise cultivar) and P189 (Na
+

HAP3 haplotype in Morex 

cultivar) proteins, caused plasma membrane routing but not Na
+
 conductance. Similar data were 

obtained with L189 M372del (Na
+

HAP2 haplotype in Viivi cultivar) that carries L189 (data not 

shown). These findings demonstrated that the P189 variation did not disrupt the plasma 

membrane localisation of P189 M372del, and that the M372del deletion served as a partial 

suppressor mutation, as it restored the plasma membrane localisation but not monovalent ion 

conductance. The key differences and summary of properties describing this remarkable 

observation are summarised in Table 2 and discussed below.  

 

When considering L189 and P189 variations it needs to be emphasised that a proline residue (in 

a structural context) is known to increase protein rigidity in surrounding regions, due to the 

unique chemistry of this residue. Conversely, a single deletion in α-helices (such as M372 in 

HvHKT1;5 transporters) may lead to destabilisation, due to changes in how residues contribute 

to interactions; this prevents them from forming stable contacts in modified environments. 

Consequently, we observed significant differences in folding pathways between the L189 and 

P189, and their M372del mutant proteins, which might explain why L189 M372del and in 

particular P189 M372del localised to the plasma membrane contrary to the P189 protein. We 

found that assembly pathways of these proteins fell in two categories with subtle differences 

between the two groups, where HvHKT1;5 proteins with wild-type protein folding pathways 

(that proceed through three steps) localised to the plasma membrane, while the P189 protein with 

a modified folding pathway failed to do so (Table 1 and Supplementary Table 1). It is of note 

that there were subtle (but important) differences in folding pathways between P189 and its 

M372del mutant that could play key roles in protein stability and the reconstitution of plasma 
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membrane localisation (Supplementary Table 1). Here, four steps were required in the α-helical 

assembly pathways for P189 involving α-helix 6, while five steps were needed for P189 

M372del. Further analyses of packing interactions that are critical driving forces in α-helical 

membrane protein folding [50] indicated that there were substantial differences in volumes of 

central cavities of L189 and P189 variant and M372del mutant structures. The volume of the 

central cavity of P189 was 33-51% larger than those of L189 and their M372del mutants, which 

were comparable. Guo et al. [50] showed that internal cavities facilitate lateral movements of 

proteins in membranes that may be compromised if these cavities are modified or unstable. 

These cavity accommodations serve as a platform to fine-tune the balance between protein 

stability and flexibility for plasma membrane localisation and optimal activity.  

 

In-depth analyses of α-helical assembly and folding pathways were supplemented with protein 

local and global flexibility data obtained through MD simulations (Figs. 4 and 5). These data 

revealed that conformational states and dynamics of the HvHKT1;5 P189 transporter differed 

from those of L189 and both M372 mutants that shared similar properties – in other words, the 

flexibility of several structural parts of the P189 variant was compromised. The charting of 

RMSF values coincided with the characteristics of representative 3D models of L189 and P189 

variant and M372del mutant proteins, that showed a defined or less defined structural 

compactness. Additionally, we observed the inter-linked changes in the dynamics of α-helices 4-

6, and α-helices 12-13 in L189, compared to P189 (Fig. 4). We also observed similar changes in 

correlated movements of α-helices 11-13 and two loops adjoining α-helices 9-10 and 14-15 in 

the P189 M372del protein (Fig. 5), relative to L189 M372del. We suggest that these changes in 

the flexibility of α-helices and loops in the HvHKT1;5 P189 M372 protein could have been 

caused by the deletion of Met372. In this regard, α-helices 12 in wild-type proteins recognised 

different residues in their vicinity (Figs. 3A and 3B) and were tracked by two proline residues on 

a loop. Inevitably, shorter α-helices 12 in M372del mutants (Figs. 3A and 3B) were followed by 

LPP residues, where L374 localised to the adjoining loop that could loosen compactness of these 

α-helices – this additional flexibility could provide an advantage to this protein that is required 

for membrane insertion. However, although the environments of α-helices 12 (carrying VMMYL 

and V-MYL motifs in wild-type and M372del proteins, respectively) were modified in M372del 
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mutants, these proteins still passed the quality control at the stages of synthesis, topogenesis, 

folding, and membrane insertion (Fig. 1), but remained dysfunctional (Fig. 2).  

 

As for the loss of transport capacity in M372del mutants (Fig. 2), we suggest that it results from 

significant changes in properties of α-helices 12 and their interactions in new local environments 

that could lead to global changes in protein structures (Figs. 3–5). Moreover, residues in 

VMMYL motifs of wild-type proteins recognised different residues in their vicinity compared to 

those of V-MYL motifs in M372del mutants (Figs. 3A and 3B). Although, it cannot be excluded 

that other underlying features may affect the delicate structural balance (not just M372 deletions 

alone), such as short- and long-range electrostatic interactions and post-translational 

modifications (specifically phosphorylation sites) around P189 and M372 residues. Concerning 

regaining the plasma membrane localisation of the P189 M372del mutant, we conclude that the 

M372 deletion may mitigate the negative effect of a proline substitution in the P189 wild-type 

protein and provide a structural advantage that results from small (but important) changes in α-

helical assembly pathways, collectively leading to the structural compactness. It could also be 

expected that smaller central cavity volumes in L189, and L189 M372del and P189 M372del 

proteins contribute to a denser structural packing. This might allow a protein to pass the control 

mechanisms at the endoplasmic reticulum [55], which detect faulty or aggregated proteins, hence 

the P189 M372del mutant is delivered to the plasma membrane like the HKT1;5 L189 

transporter. 

 

It remains to be addressed in real-time why the P189 variant protein failed to localise to the 

plasma membrane [8; this work]. Our observations suggest several possibilities: (i) α-helix 6 

(carrying P189) cannot form stable intra-helical contacts and/or folds transiently after it emerges 

from a ribosome; (ii) α-helix 6 does not fold fast enough thus exposes proteolytic sites; (iii) α-

helix 6 cannot form an α-hairpin – α-helical folding pair – with a neighbouring α-helix. These α-

hairpins play crucial roles as the folding of nuclei in polytopic membrane proteins needs to be 

completed [46,48]. We postulate that one or a combination of (i-iii) could prevent P189 from 

passing intracellular control mechanisms, therefore preventing routing to the plasma membrane.  

 

Differences in folding pathways of HKT transporters and their M372del mutants could now be 
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explored in vitro using cell-free synthesis [56] in a bilayer made of a range of lipids [57-59] of 

allelic variants or truncated and mutated HKTs. It remains to establish if non-functional 

HvHKT1;5 M372del proteins would maintain stable plasma membrane localisation when 

expressed in barley using their native promoters, or if membrane proteases would eliminate these 

functionally unfit proteins to prevent membrane crowding [60]. We also propose that the 

reconstitution of complex membrane proteins such as HKTs in target membranes could be 

reliably predicted based on analyses of transmembrane α-helical assembly pathways and MD 

simulations before experimental investigations are undertaken. 
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Legends to Figures 

Fig. 1. Transient co-expression of the GFP-HvHKT1;5 L189 variant and its M372del mutant or 

the HvHKT1;5 P189 variant and its M372del mutant proteins with the RFP-CBL1n plasma 

membrane marker in Nicotiana benthamiana leaf epidermal cells.  

(A) L189 variant; (B) P189 variant; (C) L189 M372del mutant; (D) P189 M372del mutant. Left: 

NH2-terminally GFP-tagged HvHKT1;5 patterns (green); middle: NH2-terminally RFP-tagged 

CBL1n patterns (magenta); right: overlay of both patterns (white). Scale bars = 10 μm. These 

data were reproducible based on four independent experiments using four different tobacco 

plants. 

  

Fig. 2. Representative I-V curves of cRNA from HvHKT1;5 L189 and P189, and their M372del 

mutants injected in Xenopus laevis oocytes (n = 4) clamped at -120 mV to 40 mV in Na
+
 or K

+
 

solutions.  

(A) L189 variant; (B) P189 variant; (C) L189 M372del mutant; (D) P189 M372del mutant; (E) 

Control water-injected oocytes. Black circles (1 mM Na
+
), black squares (30 mM Na

+
), red 

triangles (30 mM K
+
) indicate applied monovalent cations. Note that the y-axis in L189 (panel 

A) has a different scale compared to those in panels B-E. 

 

Fig. 3. 3D molecular models of HvHKT1;5 L189 and P189 variant and M372del mutant proteins 

in complex with Na
+
.  

(A-B) Cylindrical representations of α-helices in L189 and P189 variants (cyan) or their M372del 

mutants (magenta) illustrate structural features near α-helices 12 (blue and lime in wild-type 

proteins; grey in M372del mutants). Residues in α-helices 12 in wild-type proteins (motif 

VMMYL in bold, lime CPK sticks) and M372del mutants (motif V-MYL in bold, grey CPK 

sticks) face different environments. Separations of less than 3.50 Å of VMMYL or V-MYL 

residues are shown in dashed lines; interacting residues are labelled in regular text. 

(C-left) Superposition (RMSD value of 0.36 Å) of P189 and its M372del mutant shows regions 

near the selectivity filter. Separations of 2.2-3.4 Å through hexahedral coordination (black dashed 
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lines) of S78, G233, G353, G457, and Na
+
 (grey CPK sticks) are indicated. α-helices 6 carry the 

P189 variation (yellow CPK sticks) and α-helix 12 (arrow) in P189 M372del contains the V-

MYL motif (grey CPK sticks) instead of VMMYL (lime CPK sticks). 

(C-middle and right) Superpositions (RMSD value of 0.36 Å) of P189 and its M372del mutant 

proteins show that the lengths of α-helices 12 differ (arrows). 

 

Fig. 4. Residue fluctuation profile of the HvHKT1;5 L189 and P189 variant proteins. 

(A) RMSF plot of protein backbone Cα atoms in L189 (red trace) and P189 (black trace) variant 

proteins. Disposition of transmembrane α-helices (shown in boxes with H1-H17 designations; 

not to scale with the x-axis of panel A) that are adjoined by loops (shown as lines) in each 

structure; numbers above boxes indicate amino acid residues of each α-helix. Horizontal double 

arrows denote α-helical regions containing L189 or P189 residues on α-helices 6, and VMMYL 

motifs on α-helices 12. The positions of α-helices 4-6, and α-helices 13 with significantly 

changed RMSF values between the two structures are also indicated. 

(B-left and right) Cylindrical representations of ten superposed models of L189 proteins (left 

panel) (RMSD values varied between 1.48 Å-1.89 Å) and P189 proteins (right panel) (RMSD 

values varied between 0.90 Å-1.36 Å). L189 or P189 residues (yellow CPK sticks) are on α-

helices 6 (magenta), and VMMYL motifs (cyan CPK sticks) are on α-helices 12. Motions of α-

helices 4, 5, and 13 (wheat) have higher fluctuations in L189 proteins than in P189 proteins. 

 

Fig. 5. Residue fluctuation profile of the HvHKT1;5 L189 M372del and P189 M372del mutant 

proteins. 

(A) RMSF plot of protein backbone Cα atoms in L189 M372del (red trace) or P189 M372del 

(black trace) mutant proteins. The description of disposition of transmembrane α-helices (shown 

in boxes with H1-H17) is given in Fig. 4. Horizontal double arrows denote α-helical regions 

containing L189 or P189 residues on α-helices 6, and V-MYL motifs on α-helices 12. The 

positions of two loops (in the vicinity of α-helices 6 and 12), and α-helices 5, 11, and 13 with 

significantly changed RMSF values are also indicated. 

(B-left and right) Cylindrical representations of ten superposed models of L189 M372del 

proteins (left panel) (RMSD values varied between 1.21 Å-1.90 Å) or P189 M372del proteins 
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(right panel) (RMSD values varied between 0.77 Å-1.68 Å). L189 or P189 residues (yellow CPK 

sticks) are on α-helices 6 (magenta), and V-MYL motifs (cyan CPK sticks) are on α-helices 12. 

Motions of α-helices 11 and 13, and two loops (adjoining α-helices 9 and 10, and 14 and 15) 

(wheat) have higher fluctuations in P189 M372del proteins than in L189 M372del proteins. 
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Table 1. Predicted transmembrane α-helical assembly pathways of HvHKT1;5 L189, L189M 

372del, and P189, P189 M372del and L189P, and KtrB K
+
 transporters during co-translational 

protein folding. 

Haplotyp

e 

HvHKT1;

5 

Assembly pathway
 a, b

 

 

Na
+

HAP1 L189 (((1+2)+(3+4))+5),((((6+7)+8)+9)+(10+11)),((((12+13)+14)+15)+(16+1

7)) 

 L189 

M372del 

((1+2)+(3+4)),(5+(((6+7)+8)+9)),((((10+11)+12)+(13+(14+15)))+(16+1

7)) 

Na
+

HAP3 P189 (((((1+2)+(3+4))+5)+((6+7)+8))+((9+((((10+11)+12)+13)+(14+15)))+(1

6+17))) 

 P189 

M372del 

(((((1+2)+(3+4))+5)+(((6+7)+8)+9))+(((10+11)+12)+(13+(((14+15)+16

)+17)))) 

 P189L ((1+2)+(3+4)),(5+(((6+7)+8)+9)),((((10+11)+12)+(13+(14+15)))+(16+1

7)) 

 KtrB K
+
 ((((1+2)+(3+4))+5)+(6+7)),((((8+9)+(10+11))+12)+13),((14+15)+(16+1

7)) 

a
 L189 and P189 residues are on α-helices 6, and VMMYL and V-MYL (M372del of VMMYL) 

motifs are on α-helices 12.  

b
 Sequences of α-helices 12: L189 and P189 (SAVVVVYMVMMYL); L189 and P189 M372del 

(SAVVVVYMVMY). 
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Table 2.  

Summary of properties of HvHKT1;5 L189 and L189 M372del, and P189 and P189 M372del 

transporters in complex with Na
+
. 

a
 L189 and P189 residues are on α-helices 6, and VMMYL and V-MYL motifs on α-helices 12. 

b
 N.A. indicates not applicable, as the P189 protein did not localise to the plasma membrane. 

  

Haplotype HvHKT1;5 Plasma 

membrane 

localisation 

Na
+
/K

+
 

transport 

Predicted structural disruptions in: 

/molecular shape 

/angle of α-helix 6 
a
 

/length of α-helix 12 
a
 

/interactions of residues in α-helix 12 
a 

/α-helical assembly pathway 
a
 

Na
+

HAP1 L189 + + - /- /- /-/in 3 events via 14 steps 

 L189M372del + - - /- /+ /+/in 3 events via 14 steps 

Na
+

HAP3 P189 - N.A.
 b
 + /+ /- /-/in 1 event via 16 steps 

 P189M372del + - - /+ /+ /+/in 1 event via 16 steps 
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Graphical abstract 

 

Highlights  

 HvHKT1;5 transporters contribute to salinity tolerance of major cereal crops  

 M372 deletion in HvHKT1;5 P189 restores plasma membrane localisation but not conductance  

 3D models and α-helical assembly pathways of HKT mutants rationalise protein folding  

 M372 deletion causes changes in flexibility of α-helices and loops in HvHKT1;5 mutants  
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